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weather with
cooler temperature is
predicted for tonight
and Friday..
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APPEALS

WILSON

FOR REPEAL OF
CLAUSE
ASKS

TO

CONGRESS

REMOVE

TOLLS PROVISION
FROM CANAL LAW

FREE

TO

INTEGRITY

PRESERVE
...

THE PRESIDENT SAYS THIS IS
THE ONLY COURSE TO BE
PURSUED

WATCHING

NATIONS

OTHER

THEY WILL NOT HAVE HIGH
FOR AMERICA IF SHE
DOES NOT YIELD

President
Washington March
Wilson personally appealed to congress, assembled in joint session today, to sustain the national honor of
the United States in upholding treaty
obligations by repealing the Panama
tolls exemption against which Great
Britain protests. He asked congress
to do that "in support of the foreign
policy of the. administration," and addled that an exemption for American
ships not only was a "mistaken economic policy," but was in contravention of the
treaty.
"I shall not know how to deal with
other maters of even greater delicacy
and nearer consequence if you do
not grant it to me in ungrudging
measure," said the president.
"The large thing to do is the only
thing we can afford to do; a? voluntary withdrawal from a position ev-- i
erywhere questioned and misunderstood. We ought to reverse our action without raising the Question
whether we were right or wrong, and
so once more deserve our reputation
for generosity and the redemption of
every obligation without quibble or
hesitation."
President. Wilson's address, the
shortest he has yet delivered to congress exactly 420 words, was as follows:
"Gentlemen of' the congress:
5
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which can Ibe very briefly performed,
but I beg that you will not measure
Its Importance by the number of sentences In which, I state it No communication I have addressed to congress carried., with it graver or more
to the interest of the country, and I c,ome now to
speak on a matter witi regard to
which I am charged in a peculiar degree, by the constitution itself, with
personal responsibility.
"I. have come to ask for the repeal
of that provision of the Panama Canal
act of August 24, 1912, which exempts
vessels ' engaged in the coast-wistrade of the United States from payment of tolls, and to urge on you the
justice, the wisdom and the large policy of stuch a repeal with the utmost
earnestness of which I am capable.
"In my own judgment, very fully
considered and maturely formed, that
exemption constitutes a mistaken economic policy from every, point of
view, and is, moreover, in plain contravention of the treaty with Great
Britain concerning the canal, concluded on November, 18, 1901. But I have
not come to. you to urge my personal
views. I have come to state to you a
fact and a situation. Whatever may
be your own differences of opinion
measconcerning this
ure, its meaning is not debated outside the United States Everywhere
else the language of the. treaty is given but one interpretation, and that interpretation precludes the exemption
I am asking you to repeal. We "consented to the treaty; its language
was accepted, if we did not originate
It, and we are too big, too powerful,
too
a nation to interpret with too strained or refined a
tending the words of our own promises Just! because we have power
enough, to give us. leave to read them
as we please. The large thing to do
is the only thing we can afford to do,
a voluntary withdrawal from a position everywhere questioned and mis
understood. We ought to reverse our
action without raising the question
whether we were right or wrong, and
so once more deserve our reputation
for generosity and the redemption of
every obligation without quibble or
hesitation.
e

"I ask this of you in support of the
foreign policy of the administration. I
shall not know how to deal with other
matters of even greater delicacy and
nearer consequences if you do not
grant it to me in ungrudging measure."
The Panama toss question has
been a subject of dispute for nearly
two years. Diplomatic correspondence between Great Britain and the
United States found the question unsettled when President Taft left office. "Except' for an "assurance 'to
JameB Eryce, then British ambassador, when he left the United States
a year ago, that the question would
be taken up in the regular' session, of
congress, President Wilson has never
directed any official communication
to England on the tolls question.
The president recently told callers
he had never discussed the matter
formally or informaly with the British
ambassador here, Sir Cecil Spring- Bice, because he believed the obligation on the part of the United States
16 repeal the exemption clause was
one which this government itself
should realize without outside influence or pressure.
Administration
leaders in both
house and senate have assured the
president that with the delivery of a
message by him, showing that international circumstances had arisen
(Continued on Page Tour)
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FORMER COUNSELLOR OF STATE
DEPARTMENT IGNORED IN

REVOLUTION

BREAKS OUT IN SOUTH AMER-
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FAIL WILL SPEAK ON
MEXICAN. SITUATION
DESPITE PROTESTS
NEW MEXICO SENATOR WILL TALK

"Ill"

of investigating the Bauch and Benton cases by the new commission of
TAP.
rebels apixiated by Venustiano Car
ranza was begun here today. The com
missioners were busy collecting the
A
documents in the two cases and mak
ing a list of witnesses. The civil employes who arrived yesterday resumed
their labors where they dropped them
at Nogales, Sonora. General Carranza and his cabinet are not expected
TWO HUNDRED I..W. W. MEN AR
here for a week.
.," RESTED FOR INCITING RIOTS
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COURT

SECRETARY

OF STATE IS OPPOSED TO DEBATE ON MEXICAN

MAKING
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Boston, Mass., March 5. Mrs. Lois
Burnett Rantout, ' a .granddaughter Of
NEWSPAPERS STOEIES
RACE DIFFERENCES THE CAUSE LEARNED
ARE EXAGGERATED James Russel Lowell, was denied a di- TEEY ST01MED
vorce from Edward U Rantout by
NEGROES ARE LEADERS IN UPRIS OFTEN THE PRESS HAD IMPORT- AMERICANS AND OTHER FOREIGN- Judge Hardy at Cambridge today. POLICE TAKE THEM IN WHILE
Mrs. Rantout charged cruel and abuANT INFORMATION BEFORE
ING AGAINST THE GOVERN-MENENGAGED IN BOTHERING
ERS NOT TREATED BADLY
,
sive treatment The defense claimed
HE RECEIVED IT
CONGREGATION
j
AS REPORTED
BIG
that the troubles of the two were due
to the wife'B admitted affection for
Chester
Chapln Rumrill of Springfield. "FREE EATS"
NAMED REBELS
INVESTIGATE
TO
THREE STATES ARE AFFECTED SUCCESSOR
OS EOWKFALL

till

kltEM

T

SN0T

BODY OF FANATICS

THE MEANTIME

SECRETARY

BRYAN IS DOING WITHOUT
LEGAL ADVICE

IS MARCHING

LOCALITIES
ON

IN

FROM THOSE

CAPITAL

carranza appoints board to
Look into matter of
benton's death

John Bassett
Washington, March
Buenos Ayres, Argentine, March 5.
Washington, March 5. Secretary
A state of siege was proclaimed in Rio Moore's resignation, was effective to- Bryan today made public the text of
was the latest note from the Huerta gov
Janeiro, Brazil, today, according to day and tne state department
the ernment, asking the t'nited States to
dispatches reaching here 'from that without a counsellor. Although
Wil
official
between
correspondence
"reflect on the consequences" of raisa
city. It is understood here that
strict censorship has been ' Imposed son and Moore announcing his resig- ing the embargo on arms for the con
nation emphasized that the counsellor stitutionalists. It came to the state
on all dispatches from Brazil.
was leaving the government's service department through Charge Algara of
some
current
for
have
been
Reports
time that a revolutionary movement only because the term for which he the Mexican embassy here and was
was in existence in the Brazilian had promised to serve was at an end, the same communication recently destates of Pernambuco, Ceara and there was continued discussion in of- scribed in news dispatches from Mexficial t and diplomatic circles of lack ico City.
Para, and that fighting was in progMr. Bryan presented reports to the
ress between the. local forces and 'the Of barmony between Secretary Bryan
Mr. Moore, and persistent stories state
department from various sources
government authorities. The causes and
how! Mr, Moore became dissatisfied
of the disaffection were said to nave of
regarding Americans in Mexico, and
his duties told the committee it would be inad
been racial differences. In the last with the arrangements of
in
state
the
department.
visable to precipitate discussion in
of
a
fanatics
week of February
body
While it was admitted that Mr. congress at this time. Incidentally,
was reported to be inarching on Rio
Moore's views ou the recognition of referring to Great Britain, the secre
Janeiro.
The situation in the various states Huerta's government and the admin tary said all the foreign nations were
afwas reported as becoming worse, es- istration's course in other foreign
backing up. the United States.
of his chiefs,
those
fairs
differed
from
Mr. Bryan expressed confidence that
was
said
Business
pecially in Ceara.
to be virtually suspended in several all officials took pains to say that the Carranza would allow a full investihad tv.rned out adminis- gation of the Benton killing. He as
states, chiefly those where the negro counsellor
tration policies wuen once agreed on. serted that the number of attacks on
population is numerous The state of
Ona phase of U i
gnatioh being foreigners in Mexico bad been greatCeara at the last census had a popula
That; Mr. Moore,
tion of about 850,000; Para 450,000, widely discussed y
ly exaggerated and that the State de
on, tond
at the end of his i '
had looked into all such im
1,200,000.
and
5
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Fernambueo,

Brazil Says "No Danger"
Washington, March 5.; Senor De
Gama, the ambassador from Brazil,
.received a brief' dispatch from his
'
government today telling him to. as
sure legation and consular officers in
this country not to feel any uneasiness 'because of rumors.
"There were no advices to supple
ment it," the ambassador said, and his
only information of what the dispatch
related to was contained in the news
dispatches telling of a Biege at Rio
Janeiro and revolutionary troubles in
some of the Brazilian states.
News that Rio Janeiro was under
sioge and! reports of an uprising in'
the northern states of Para, Pernam-hurand Ceara, perplexed state de
partment officials, as uie interests of
the northern provinces and the southern district, are considered quite dis
tinct. The southern provinces are
n
considered the more progressive;
are
the
most of the railroads and
center of extensive coffee interests.
In the northern provinces, such as
those from which the latest outbreak
is .reported, the negro population predominates. Nothing has been received recently at the state department
concerning racial clashes In any of
those provinces, and n was said that
nothing has been heard of any disturbances in Brazil for several weeks.
Early in the preseut year meager
reports reached the department of
hostilities then said to be confined
to Pernambuco and the neighboring
state of Cerea, but the cause of the
uprising was not stated.
ccm-tai-

Washington, March 5. Senator A.
London Learns of S'ege'
jB: Fall of New Mexico, republican,
London, March 5. Confirmation of
will speak Saturday on his resolution the
report that a stae of siege had
requesting the president to advise the been proclaimed in Rio Janeiro was
senate as to what measures have received) from that city today. Marbeen taken to protect American citi- tial law has been proclaimed In Ntcth-erozens In. Mexico. No speeches on that
fie miles east of the capital,
subject have been made in the senate and in Petropolis, capital of the state
and the administration let it be known of Rio Janeiro.
that it did not welcome discussion on
the subject in congress at this time.
COAL OPERATORS ACCUSED
Kansas City, Mo., March
Secretary Bryan talked today over
the Mexican situation with members es of making unwarranted payments
of the house foreign affairs commit- amounting to "not less than $ 10,000."
tee.
of the funds of the Southwestern In
"I discussed all phases of the Mex- terstate Coal Operators' association
ican situation," said Secretary Bryan, are contained in a. buw-equity filed
"hut I cannot go into details of the in the circuit, court here today against
conference. I must hold the matter Charles S. Keith, president of the As
There was a phase of our sociation. The action was brought by
executive.
ronference, however, concerning which four icoal companies of Ft. Smith,
n
in
I think I shall make. a statement
Ark., known as the
forests.
arg-

1
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Washington, March 5. Senator
and a delegation of western men
Interested in cattle raising called on
President Wilson today in the interest
of the bill introduced byRepresenta-tiv- e
Kent for federal regulation of
Those in the
public grazing land.
party were Dwight P. Herd of Phoenix, Ariz., E. S. Clarke, former attorney general of Arizona; Levi Young of
Arizona, and E. H- Crabb, presldeiit
of the Coconino Cattle Growers' association.
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Kansas City, March 5. The special
o
train bearing C. W. Post from the
coast to Rochester, Minn., to submit to a surgical operation came out
of Colorado at 9:45 o'clock thl3 morning and sped out on tne Kansas plains
at a rate, which, according to the
officials of the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe railroad, will bring St Into
thiscity at 9:50' o'ejock tonight, an
hour ahead of the Santa Fe's fast limited that left Los Angeles two hours
and 25 minutes ahead of it
Reports to the railway officials here
were that Mr. Post was in no immediate danger. Engineers were given
orders to carry the train without jolt
or jerk. At stations where meals are
had, waiters boarded the train with
food, served it and alighted at the
next station. The train is made up
of a Pullman for- Mr. Post, his physi
cian and nurses, two tourist sleepers
for ballast, and locomotive.
From Kansas City the 'special will
travel over the Chicago Great Western
to Rochester.
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THERE are da'lva&t- - if
ages to being rich, a
Luis Terra zas, Jr., aa
assert.
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himself performing duties usually as
signed to officials far below the rank
of counsellor, and at times- learned
much regarding the adnnnistrarion'3
policies from newspaper dispatches.
One of such instances being referred
to today was when Mr. Moore first
heard of the sending of lohn Lind to
Mexico through the newspapers.
.

TODAY IN CONGRESS.
4.

Washington, March

5.

partment
ports. He Indicated that the United
Stales would insist oa reparation for
losses sustained by foreigners and
punishment of the guilty persons and
that an accurate list of attacks on
foreigners and their interests might
be made public , later, probably by
President Wrilson,r ,
Secretary Bryaii asked for non-pa- r
tisan support of congress in its Mexi
can policy, Majority members declar
ed the Ainey resolution calling for
information regarding the safety of
Americans and their property would
not be reported.
.

Senate: Met

Arrested

Vergara's Murderers
joined
Austin, Tex.,. March 5. Replying to
President Wilson read his address adthe Texas governor's inquiry concernvocating repeal of the Panama tolls
a requisition for the kidnapers
ing
exemption law.
of
Clements
Vergara, an American
was
Public health committee
urged
General
Joaquin Maas, Mexican
to recommend appropriation of $750,- citizen,
federal
commanding the dis
general
malaria
000 for federal fight against

at noon and

the house to hear

and typhoid.
.,, j
Senator Chilton introduced a bill'
to empower the president tq suspend
Panama tolls charges.
Suffrage constitutional amendment
discussed.
Elections committee prepared to
consider the presidential primary bill
Saturday.
Senator Fall and Senator Works
gave notice hey would speak ou Mex
ico tomorrow.
House: Met at non and at 12:30
o'clock went into joint session with
the senate to hear President Wilson's
address.
Foreign steamship owners protested against the La Follette seamen's
bill before the marine committee.
Rules committee continued hearing
on charges that the Chicago, Duluth
and Minneapolis grain exchanges are.
unlawful monopolies.
President's address was referred to
the, Interstate commerce committee,
which will frame legislation to carry
out its suggestions.
Secretary Bryan discussed the Mexican situation with the foreign affairs
committee in executive session.
Adopted the conference report on
the postal appropriations bill, which
now goes to the president for signature.

trict whore Vergara was lured into
,Mexico.,and reported executed, today
wired that he had ordered the arrest
of the persons named." His telegram
did not say whether, if apprehend-;ed- J
to
they wduld be surrender!
Texas.

".

'

General Maas signed his telegram as
'Governor General of the elate of
Coahuila," sending the message from
Saltillo. Governor Colquitt did not
send a formal requisition, but inquired
whether a Texas requisition would be
honored.
The Individuals were Apolonio Rodriguez, reputed to be a federal captain and men said to be under his
command, who were charged with
stealing "Vergara's horses from an
island in the Rio Grande, claimed to
be on the American side of the line.
d eat ho ccur-oAs Vergara's repjy-retne
Mexican
only charge
the
side,
on which a requisition could "be ba sed
was horse stealing.
Governor Colquitt's request was
made under a section of a treaty
the United States and Mexico,
providing that border states in Mexico and the United States may surrender fugitives to each other without
of such requisitions
presentation
through the usual, diplomatic channels for foreign negotiations. This
(ieneral
"wast addressed
jfo
Maas as governor of tue district
where the alleged hi e t ' wnn
HOME RULE AGAIN
f
!
i
London, March 5 Ths home rub' red and net, as w m
e
Ho, s nl t
to
Ralomnn
Pun
was
asrain
Introduced
bill
day,
for Ireland
Leon.
Nuevo
into the house of commons today bv federal governor of
Augustine Blrrell, chif secretary f .r
Rebel liiouiry Bectr-Ireland, and was frfven Its first rend
in? arnid prolonged cheers.
n

be-twe-n

re-mi-

A GIRL IS MISSING
Jennie' HYMAN FINKELSTEIN, WITH 7ZO,
Cairo, 111., March
JOINED MOB TO GET MEAL
Bran ton, who came here from Gary,
WITHOUT' COST
Ind., is missing, and believed to have
t
iss

beeu murdered. Mose Endicott, with
whom she was last seen alive, Is in
prison pendlis an investigation. Endicott was arrested yesterday on a
minor charge and. today a formal
charge of murder was placed against
him.

New York, Marcbc 3. Unshavcr.
and defiant Frank Tannenbaum, erst-".hi-'.e
waiter,, but now leader of si,
army of the unemployed, which, under the banners of the Industria?
Workers of the World, stormed Newr
,
York churches nightly until the
was brought into Jefferson.
Market police court today for arraignment on a charge of inciting a riot.
Two hundred of hhi roiiowers, nebt
during the night in three separate
prisons, were gent to the Tombs, tur-th- er
down town, all charged with disorderly conduct
Tannenbaum was represented by"
Justus Sheffield, a lawyer retained by
the Industrial Workers of the World
"This is only the atart," said
Tannebaum. "The I. W. W. is behind
every man arrested. If necessary w
will bring 500 agitators into the city
within the next few days. The reason so many men are unemployed is
that the factories are working their
hands from 12 to 14 hours a sy. Wt
are going to send men into these factories aiwl demand Jbat tho worklitP.
hours be reduced to eight. This wlli.
:
solve the whole problem."
Tannenbaum had a cell by himself
during the night but his followers
did not fara so well. Their numbers
made it imperative that five or Eix
be placed In one cell, and under thesa
conditions sleep was out of the question. Throughout, the night yells ami
protests kept the other prisoner
awake. They had been arrested ia.
connection with their raid on St.
Roman Catholic church last
police.-interfered-

COKGBESS COMMITTEE
MEETS IN DENVER
AFTER HEARINGS ARE
THERE IT WILL

CONCLUD-E-

GO TO

ROUTT COUNTY

Denver, March 5. The change of
plans whereby bearings in Boulder
were abandoned delayed the opening
of the congressional investigation into
the Colorado coal strike here today.
Counsel for the miners explained that
in view of the change of plans they
had not had time to notify witnesses,
and the committee marked time dur,
ing the forenoon.
e
demand jfor
the appearance of "Mother" Jcpzs !&
fcra the committee would be renewed had not been decided at the. openIt was explained by attorneys
ing.
that until the habeas corpus case at
Trinidad is concluded it would be difficult to reach a decision as to their
probable action before the committee.
"Mother" Jones Is held a military
prisoner at Trinidad.
Fresh from the scene of the recent
bloody clashes in Las Animas and
Huerfano counties, the committee began its final sessions in Denver with
the intention of probing the older labor feud In the lignite fields. A statement, was expected to be made by
General John Chase, during the sessions In Denver, relative to charges
against, the militia. After the sessions
here this week, the committee expect
coal
ed to visit the Route county
fields.
,.
jj.At noon the committee took) recess
until 2 o'clock, no witnesses being on
hand to testify to matters which the
congressmen were prepared to hear.
Attorneys and committeemen spent
some time in discussing plans for the
remainder of the Denver hearing and
trying to reach an agreement as to
what testimony should be presented.
It was announced that the henrlni?
would close Saturday. '.
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FATHER'S BISED
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HUGH LONG 13 THE VICTIM OF A
SHOTGUN ACCIDENT NEAR
ROSWELL

Another
of
fatal accident from the carrying
tohere
recorded
was
loaded weapons
day when Hugh Lmg, 27 years old, a
oowpuncher, succumbed to injuries received late yesterday at the hand? of
Frank Patterson, aged 11 years. Long
father's
who worked at Patterson's
ranch, bad asked the lad to take a
shotgun and scare the Mc flock of
blackbirds off the place. When Wi
a few feet away from Long, the laJ
N. M., March
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"The whole affair is a frame-up,- "
declared William, Haywood, head ct
the organization, who came here recently to attend a meeting of the In
dustrial W'orkers dissent conference.
'Police Commissioner McKay could
of tb a imevs- have rounded up
ployed two days ago if he had wante.1
to, but he waited until the mayor returned and gave him authority. Now
they are after Tannenbaum's bloocJ
I can't see that be has done anything
to be arrested for. It 1 not the nca
who are oni trial, but the Mitch el ad
ministration and the churches."
of the pris
The most
oners was Hyman Flnkelstein, wb.
when arrested in, the encuren lass
night; had $750 In his posscssien.
Finkelsteiii "said he had no idea tit
the nature of the meeting in hict
he was participating.
"I was watching the meeting in.
Rutger's square," he. said, "wbesa
somebody said: 'Come on, we are prying to eat.' So I followed the crowd."
Finkelstein refused to give his address for fear, he said, that he wo;U1.
be robbed after be returned feonio.
woe-bego- ne
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Hotel Company Incorporates
Papers of iucorporatloa of the
Hotel company were filed today
in the office of the state corporation
commission. The company is located
at Raton. Hugo Seaberg is the statutory agent. It is capitalized at $250,-00divided into 25(5 shares of $1,000
each. The incorporators are Lottie V.
.H'Mai M, E. Seaberg and
prize."
simplicity
rates
Hugo
Seaberg..
rail
is
when
ognized exception
155 Entries in Land Office
F. LEVY CONSTKUCTION COMare affected by the competition of
Aicient Flood Barriers
TO
BRINGS
LAW
TAX
The
total number or land entries in
STRUC
jjNCOME
to
BUILD
PANY
WILL
Chicago
methods of an water transportation.
Flood prevention
LIGHT MANY PEOPLE OF
Fe U. S. land office for
the
Santa
RATON
ad
NEAR
the
TURE
and
screen
its
maintain
a
tlquity will be flashed upon
AMPLE MEANS
was
155, representing an acre
rom
its
geo
by Sir William Willcocks, the famous vantage which it gains
5. Mate age of 24.58S.48 and bringing in the
M March
lose
never
N.
Santa
should
In
Fe,
location
Nile
the
graphical
of engineer who controlled
Chicago, March 5 An army
ia
sight of the importance of its water Engineer James A. French, is back sum of $1,900.69.
and now is engaged in
march-thEgypt
has
been
rich"
unknown
"the
This is considered a small showing
Eur
of
the
gateway, even though the actual ton from Raton where he awarded the
In the valleys
Income tax win- not contract for the bridge across tha Ver- - although in December the land office
water
may
handled
the
when
by
nage
rivers,
and
j
Tigris
dowa at the federal building with the Phrates
"business."
nnt.tnat. nnal flra
congress weeus amount to more than 5 per cent of mejo river. The successful bidder did even a smaller
- naca
Armours, wHiB, hicuwo.io
The
done."
company
by Mr. FullerConstruction
M.
report,
compiled
P.
business
was
total
Sir
the
Levy
April.
,
-- ...n
tiiimirPila of fortunes 'at Savannah, Ga,, during
ICVTTtH"
IKIES,
as
bid
other
follows:
is
The
ton,
for
48,755.
of Denver,
honorary vice
not previously known except to Dun Wiiliam is the only
homestead entries, (final)
conThe Missouri Valley Forty-twders were:
ln- - president at large of the drainage
more
to
or
the
and Bradstreet's,
DANDRUFF
OFF
$9,692; the area 6497.93; amount $273.05; 6 home
Iron
TAKES
company,
and
the
Bridge
engineer
is
He
English
gress.
timate knowledge of Hill's mercantile
Pueblo Bridge Co, $11,700; S. E. Pel- stead entries final under act of Feb,
who is known all over the world as
agency. It was not uncommon, to see
across
tfrwge 19, 1909, area 699; amount $26.15;
dam
of
$11,978; the Midland
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WORLD
WALTER WILLIAMS IS COMING
HOME FROM TRIP AROUND
THE GLOBE
.

and energy. I like the French journalism. I like it for its cleverness
and for its lightness of touch. For in
France they have signed journalism.
We have it in the states to a Very
large extent. They have it to some
extent in Germany. They have it In
Russia.
"I believe in the srgned article.
Signed journalism is coming. 1 do
not say that it should apply to everything in a newspaper. Signed Journalism is good for the good writer,
because he attracts attention, and
there is a demand for his services; It
is good for the newspaper, because
the public will buy the paper to read
the articles that the clever and expert men write."
"And) which is the world's greatest
newspaper, in your opinion?"
"That is a question," he said,
"which, is very difficult to answer.
Most men would say the Times of
London, no doubt; but what do we
mean by the greatness of a newspaper? You have to judge a paper by
the part it plays and the influence
it wields In the affairs of the city or
country in which it is published. The
Times for instance, has only a limited
circulation among a certain class. It
has a powerful influence on that
class, but on that class only.
"Nor are you to take it that the papers that are most often quoted in
other countries are necessarily the
greatest in the countries in which
they are published. They may be
quoted simply because they make a
feature of international iolitlcs. The
Colonge Gazette and the Neue Frie
Presse of Vienna, however, are two
of the world's great papers."

Columbia, Mo., March 5. Walter
Willams, dean of the school of jour
nalism of the University of Missouri,
Is now on the home stretch of his
trip around the world. Mr. Williams Is
studying newspapers and conditions
of publication in every country he vis- Its. The following are extracts from
an interview In the Sydney (New
South Wales) Morning Herald of Jan
nary 21, copies of which were recslv.
ed here yesterday:
"There must have been great exclte- ment in Boston on a certain day ir.
1690 when the first issue of the Boston News Letter appeared. For one
thine, it. was the first newspdpe- - of
any kind to be printed in America.
But the was another reason, 'In
our second issue," remarked the editor,
'we shall print the names of all the
liars in Boston.' With this news sheet
In their midst It was felt that no
man was safe.
But the second issue of the Boston
News Letter never appeared. Whether
It was a matter of poor circulation,
or whether it was a matter of bribery
and corruption, it Is too late in the
day to say.USE ALLEN'S FOOT-EASProfessor Williams left here June
1 last, on a 12 months' tour of the The antiseptic powder to be shaken
world. His mission was to study the into the shoes. If you want rest and
world's newspapers. He is writing a comfort for tired, aching, swollen,
It
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various papers he had investigated.
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all the world is in Russia. That is Olmsted. Le Roy, N. Y.
the office of the Moscow Word, to
give the English translation," remark- ORDER OF ANDREW AND PHILIP
Philadelphia, Pa., March 6. The
ed Professor Williams. "I have met
more journalists and seen more news- largest Interdenominational men's or
paper offices, I suppose, than any man ganization within the church in the
in the world, and for having every- entire world, the Brotherhood of Anfor salaries, and, in- drew and Philip, began its tenth interthing
deed, everything connected with the national convention this afternoon at
literary and news side of the paper, the Bethany Presbyterian Brothercon
1 have seen
nothing finer than that hood House. The sessions will
The
tomorrow.
program
Mosoow newspaper office. The paper tinue over
has a circulation of three hundred provides for addresses by a number
thousand the largest circulation of of lunited religious leaders and disany paper In Russia. It Is one of the cussions of all branches of the protherhood work.
world's great newspapers."
The Brotherhood of Andrew and
"What is journalism? journalism
In Russia is a different thing from Philip was organized in Reading, Pa.,
what It Is In Germany, different in In 1888, by Rev. Dr Rufus W. Miller
Germany from what it Is in France, of this city, secretary of the 'board of
different in France from what it is In publication of the Reformed Church.
evangelical denominations
Hngland, different agin in England Twenty-si- x
from what it Is In the states. Ger Lare now represented In Its member
man newspapers are not at all partic- ship. It has cnapters wrouguoui. uib
ular about the sort of matter they United States and Canada and m Engpublish, nor do they care much wheth- land and Australia, China and Japan.
er their news la a day, a week or a
'
month old.
The Forty Year Test
must
have
exceptional
An
article
are
In
"They
enterprise
wanting
merit to survive for a period of forty
years. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
was first offered to the pumic in izu.
From a Imall beginning It has grown
in favor and popularity until it has
attained a world wide reputation. You
will find nothing better for a cough or
HARDLY
cold. , Try it and you will understand
why it is a favorite after a period of
more
than forty years. R not only
Because of Terrible Back- gives relief
it cures. For sale by all
ache. Relieved by Lydia dealers. Adv.

mm could

STAN

E. Pinkham's Vegeta-

ble Compound.
fered

Com

pound, and now I can
do any amount of
work, sleep good, eat
good, and don't have
ytii a bit of trouble. I
recommend Lvdia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to
every suffering womam." Mrs. Harry
Fisher, 1642 Juniata Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
"

FISH HATCHERY

IN

BATTLE

Dervishes.

SUCCESS
KANSAS POND PRODUCES THREE
AND
TONS; STOCK
ONE-HAL-

IN"

HEAVILY

British Camel Corps Has Many Killed
ana wounoea Fighting Savags

THAT IS A

E3

LOSES

110

Topeka, Maroh 5. Three and
half tons of fish in three years from
an acre fish pond 19 the record for one
of the experimental fish ponds at the
state hatchery at Pratt, according to
L L. Dyche, state fisn and game war
dens MrN Dyche believes that similar
records are possible for any farmer
in Kansas, who will work In the right

one- -

London. Mr. Richard
Conyngham
Corfield recently fell a victim of an at
tack of the Dervishes in Somaliland.
It was against these barbarous men
that he had organized the Camel
corps.
Although only about thirty
years old he had performed valuable service for his country in some
of its most dangerous outposts, not
the least being that of the formation
of the Camel Constabulary corps ol
150 men under three British officers.
Prom 1901 to 1909 he served in South
Africa and in Somaliland until 1910,
when he went to Northern Nigeria,
from whicih he returned to Somaliland
last year to' organize the Camel corps.
The DervIsheB feared it mightily and
made t'eir fierce attack with the idea

ENGLAND MAY BE

1

Another Woman's Case.

Providence, R. I. " I cannot speak
too highly of your Vegetable Compound
as it has done wonders for me and I
would not Joe without it. I had a displacement, bearing down, and backache,
until I could hardly stand and was thoroughly run down when I took Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It
helped me and I am in the best of health
at present I work in a factory all day
long besides doing my housework so you
can see what it has done for me. I give
to publish my name and I
you
speak of your Vegetable Compound to
many of my friends. "Mrs. Abril Law-so126 Lippitt St, Providence, E. I.
n,

Danger Signals to Women

are what one physician called backache,
headache, nervousness, and the blues.
Jn many cases they are symptoms of
some female derangement or an inflammatory, ulcerative condition, which may
be overcome by taking Lydia E.
Compound. Thousands
of American women willingly testify to
its virtue.

m

and the British government in years

past.

SVAT

TO

"Health Warning'' for March
March is a trying month for the
very young and for elderly people.
Croup, bronchial colds, lagrippe and
pneumonia are to be feared and avoided. Foley's Honey and Tar is a
great
family medicine that will quickly stop
a cough, check the progress of a coid
and relieve inflamed and congested
air passages. It is safe, pure
ana always reliable. O. ft. Kohapfei- - m.i
KANSAS CITY HEALTH OFFICES!
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
SUGGESTS PLAN FOR PRE- -'
Special

JO TO

THE
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HATCH

MAY SIGN TREATY ALLOWING
THEM TO INVEST IN ANGOLA RAILROAD

t,i

COLLEGES

London, March 6. A treaty between England and Germany may !be
signed before Easter. Diplomats .have
been at work for years with a view
to clearing some of the differences
which have kept the, two empires
apart and; they' expect they will accomplish this to a great extent
in the proposed new treaty. It will
way.
deal particularly with the Interests of
The fish taken from the pond were
the two countries in Africa and poscounted, according to Mr. Dyche, and
sibilities that might arise should the
their weight averaged. A total of 26,'
Portuguese colonies in .Africa "come
In
448 fish weighed 6,780 pounds.
into the market"
1910 this pond was stocked with about
There is already an
10,000 yearlings. They included black
dealing with me Portuguese
treaty
bass, crapple, blue gfll sunflsn, com'
colonies, which will be revised by the
mon green sunfish, bullhead catfish
new one. Under the old treaty, sign
a few hickory shad, German carp and
ed in 1898, England and Germany,
about 300 goldfish. The latter were
anticipating that Portugal might be
added as food for the others.
disposed to part with her colonies,
"The pond." says Mr. Dyche, "was
and wishing to avoid conflict over
thoroughly supplied with water plants,
them, entered Into an agreement by
Including various kimls of mosses.
which Germany was to obtain the
Richard
Corfield.
Conylngham
About
of the lake was
greater part of Angola (Portuguese
covered with lilies. In x9ll some chan of utterly destroying it The engage- West Africa) and England was to
was
ment
so
sudden and the fighting
nel catfish and 2,000 bullhead catfish
The new treaty.
have Mozambique.
were added. The pond was practical so savage that fifty members of the
in place of this division, sets up
Mr.
were
corps,
Corfield,
including
ly undisturbed. The dense growth of killed or wounded. The Camel
corps spheres of Influence, Germany to acvegetation was not interfered with is one of the most picturesque
quire the sole right of economic pene
except occasionally when boats were branches of the British service.
tration in Angola, while England will
run through to open channels of war
claim the same right in Mozambique.
were
ter. The fish, when fed,
given MAN MADE A DARING
LEAP
More important for the develop
liver, chopped up fish and corn chop
ment
of Africa, are the clauses deal1912
During the summers of 1911 and
Pittsburgh Iron Worker Has a Close
ing with railway construction. Ger
500 pounds of liver and 600 pounds
Call From Death When He
many has long dreamed of connect
of fish were supplied for food.
Jumps From Bridge.
German East Africa and the At
ing
to
were
the first
"The bass
appear
Pa. Believing that the lantic coast of Angola by means of
Altoona,
at feeding time, and would get the
Twelfth street bridge crossing the a
railway that
first food thrown on the water. It wa3
Pennsylvania tracks was on fire and would tap the copper and zinc bearbefore
to
them
they that he was going to be burned vi
satisfy
necessary
would permit other fish to get food. unless he escaped, W. J. Beale, at ing regions of the Katanga dsitrict
The channel catfish would eat next. Iron worker of Pittsburgh, plungef of the Congo, and to supply for Cenand sunflEh would feeJ. from the bridge to the tracks below tral Africa in general a shorter anrf
The blue-gill- s
ocean
around the edges, grabbing anythln? and directly in front of an express more convenient route to the
train that was pulling out of the Penn than the projected British Cape-to- thev could get. The bullheads came
sylvanla station. The man's escape Lake
Tasanylka. The next stretch
lsst and stayed the lon;sst. No crap- from death was miraculous.
of the Katanga district
ins;
near
seen
ever
regions
was
the
feeding
He sustained only a sprained ankle
pie
as the engineer of the train shut 00 trict of the Congo. Here, although
station."
Mr. Dyche figures that in all about the power as soon as he saw the man the country Is Belgian, the Influence
15,000 fish were put into the pond; leaping through the air, and the en is all British, many big concessions
pushed the man off the tracki
held by London companies
that about 27,000 were taken cat when gine
on account of the slow speed af being
which have built a line of railway
the pond was drained, and aboat 3,80f' which it was
going. Beale was ar
of these weighed one pound or more rested for trespassing on the railroad which really forma part of the Capethe
Furthermore
scheme.
each.
property, but was later released and
same group is interested in the Bonsent home. y..
guela railway, wfaich begins at Lobito
"CASCARETS" ALWAYS TURKEY TROT FOE TO BEAUTY Bay, a splendid harbor in Angola, and
runs in 200 miles toward the Congo
and will eventually penetrate
border
Russian
Princess Warns American
STRA!GHTEM;,YOU OUT
the Katango district. Hence, If any
Girts Against the Wild New
Dance.
progress is to be made with the Ger
man
scheme of connecting east and
WHEN CONSTIPATED, HEADACHY
New Tort Princess Lowensteln. west
will
by rail, British Interests
tne
STOMACH
SOUR
wife of a Russian nobleman and
BILIOUS,
or
out
to
be
have
bought
squared
soldier who fell In the Philippines at
BREATH BAD
Under the new arrangement bo far
the time Agulnaldo was captured,
warns the American girls against tur as the consent of the British govern
now.
box
a
Get
key trotting as a foe to beauty.
ment is concerned, German capital
Tou men and women who can't get
These wild new dances," the will be allowed to obtain a controlling
feeling right who have headache, princess said, "which your girls are
in this Angola railway. This
coated tongue, foul taste and foul doing day In and day out are showing interest
In German hands the enwould
place
their
effects.
The dancers get to
breath, dizziness, can't sleep, are bilbetween east and
connection
tire
look like
ious, nervous and upset, bothered American old, haggard women. The west across the
with the
is
noted
for
her
continent,
looks,
girl
with a sick, gassy, disordered stom- and
but she certainly will exception of the connecting chain in
too;
Justly,
ach, or have backache and feel worn lose' all her freshness and sweetness
In the latter region it is
out
if she persists in keeping up this Katango.
German and English
that
proposed
Are you keeping your bowels clean everlasting bacchanalian dancing."
interests should form joint companies
a
with Cascarets, or merely forcing
and build a line connecting the BritCOST OF ILLNESS ish line in
passageway every few days with ANNUAL
Katango and the German
salts, cathartic pills or castor oil?
in
line
German
East Africa. In this
Cascarets work while you sleep; Physician Assart That Is Is $750r
realize her scheme
will
way
Germany
a
in
000400
Year
the United
cleanse the stomach, remove the sour,
of a
railway. Since
State.
undigested, fermented food and foul
line will prove a formidable com
this
KAISER PREFERRED BED
gases; take the excess bile from the
New York.--Soo
surprising state petitor to the
railway,
Berlin, March 5. An amusing story liver and carry out of the system all ments were made at the meeting of insofar as the mineral and other
Is
the
kaiser
and
the
going
waste
matter
American
the
concerning
Public Health associa traffic between the Congo and the
tie constipated
rounds of the sporting clubs In Berlin. poison in the bowels.
tion, held at Colorado Spring, by Dr. J. sea Is
concerned, England will want
He was recently put hunting, and saw
A Cascaret tonight will straighten B. Andrews, of this city. Doctor AnThia will take the
compensation.
who
Ameriis
of
the
secretary
a fine big antlered stag which he de- you out by morning a
box drews,
y
can
Association tor Labor Legislation, form of a
through the
It
low.
sired to lay
Scenting danger,
from any drug store will keep your said that the annual loss In business
the
for
Congo
Belgian
had, however, gone off into the thick stomach sweet; liver and bowels reg- through illness amounted to $750,000,- railway. England some years ago obwoods of the royal demesne. The ular, and" head clear for months. 000, and that fully
of this tained from Belgium a
strip of land
kaiser ordered his head keeper to Don't forget the children. They love loss could be prevented.
this
for
the
of
road, but as
portion
matter
no
watch for the stag, and
Cascarets because they taste good
Germany protested, the concession
what the hour to let him know" when never gripe or s.leken. Adv.
STICKS HEAD IN FLY WHEEL had to be cancelled. Now, having ob
he got eight of It again. One morntained what she desired, Germany is
ing at the early hour of six the keepCathartic tablets are entirely Broken fn Health, Hat Factory Em prepared to waive this protest
Foley
er spotted the stag. He hurriedly effective, thoroughly cleansing and alploye KIU Himself In Most
The understanding also will include
Peculiar Way.
went and informed the adjutant-ln-waltinways pleasant in action. They contain
the new agreement as to the Bagdad
who had no hesitation In blue flag, are a remedy for constipa
New York. Broken fax health and railway. English opposition to this
liver, and a tonlo to
waking thel kaiser up. "The Dig stag tion and sluggish
of life at. the age of sixty-thre- e
tired
are
which
the
bowels,
Improved
by
scheme has been given up in return
has reappeared, your majesty," (said their use.
Try them. They do not years, Wallace D. Richardson, stock for exclusive
predominance in the
the adjutant But the kaiser merely fail to .give relief and satisfaction. O. man in a Bleecker street hat factory,
As announced by Sir
Persian
gulf.
took a tug at his bed covers and roll- G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug stock his head into a
t
fly
ed over for another nap, murmuring, Store. Adv.
wheel making 200 revolutions a min- Edward Grey the arrangement Is that
ute. His body, with the head badly the terminus of the railway should be
"Tell him to wait- THREE COLLEGES TO DEBATE
wheel Basra, and that the prolongation, if
crushed, was found near the
New York, March 6. Arrangements
shortly afterward. Letters on hia per- any, beyond that point should be sub
Take HERBINE for indigestion. It
relieves the pain in a few minutes and have been completed for the annual son told that he intended to seek ject to British consent. In return
forces the fermented matter which debates bf the Intercollegiate Trian- death to end his troubles.
Great Britain declares herself "distin-- j
causes the misery, into the bowels
of
tested" in the section, between Basra
League,
composed
Debating
gular
where it is expelled. Price 50c. Sold
Says Husband Was CraeL
Cornell, Columbia and Pennsylvania,
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
Pittsburgh, Pa. Mrs. Minnie Hap- and Bagdad, but will be represented
which are to take place simultaneous- py of Washington. Pa., declaring her- on the board of the railway by two
INSPECT MOUNT ROYAL TUNNEL ly in Philadelphia, Ithaca and this self unhappy with Edgar C. Happy, directors eo as to guard against d'.f- Montreal, March 5. Numerous sub- city tomorrow. Each college will nave has started an actios for dlvorce. ferential ratea operating to her disad
jects relating to mining and metallur- two teams oa the platform, the neg- Mrs. Happy atcharge that Happy vantage. England's interests as reknlvas
her and also tossed
gical practice were discussed at the ative team in each instance debating threw
gards the navigatioH of the EuphrS s
a plat gins window.
through
her
of
at home. The question is, Resolved,
sessions of this, the second day
and Tigris will also be eafMunrded,
the annual meeting of the Canadian That It Is Desirable for all the States
and, lastly, rtie has obtained for the
Will Stop Flirtations.
Mining Institute. This afternoon the to adopt by Act ot Legislature, MIn- South nyaek, N. Y. Trustees hare Sheikh of Kowoit full autonomy unvisiting mining eugineers were con- mum Rates of Wages for Women and have had the village green brightly der the suzerainty of tho Sultnn and
to prevent nocturnal recognition of all the arranrements
ducted on a tour of inspection Children Workers in Industrial and illlmunated
'
flirtations.
Y.Iiieh were mada between tho Sheikh
through the New Mount Royal tunnel. Mercantile Pursuits."
Anglo-Germa-

one-fiftiet- h

trans-continent-

n

VENTING

AND RELIGION

New Haven, Conn., March 5. With
"The Relation of Higher Education
to the Social Order" as its general
theme, the eleventh annual meeting
of the Religious' Education Association was opened at Yale University
today. Among the prominent educators and others who are to address
the meeting during the three days'
sessions are Governor Baldwin of
Connecticut, United States Commissioner of Education P. P. Claxton,
District Attorney Charles S. Whitman of New York, President William
DeWitt Hyde ot Bowdoln Colege, Prof.
Albion W. Small of the. University of
Chicago, President Arthur T. Hadley
of Yale and President 'Charles F.
Thwing of Western Reserve. University.

Just

Right for Backache and

Rheumatism
Foley Kidney Pills are so thoroughly effective for backache, rheumatism,
swollen and aching joints, kidney and
bladder ailments that they are recommended everywhere. A. A. Jeffords,
McGrew, Nebr., says:
"My druggist
recommended Foley Kidney pills for
pains in my back, and before I finished one bottle, my old trouble entirely
disappeared."
PRINCE SAILS NEXT WEEK
Berlin, March 5. All arrangements
for the approaching visit of Prince
Henry of Prussia, to Argentina have
been completed. Prince Henry, accompanied by the princess and a nu
merous guile, will make the voyage
aboard the new Hamblurg-Americaliner, Cape Trafalgar, which is to sail
on her maiden voyage to Buenos
Ayres next Tuesday. As already stat
ed, the chief object of the emperor in
sending his brother to South America
is to impress the people there with
Germany's political and commercial imthe
portance, and to cpunter-halancinfluence of the United States, which
i3 eald to have been advanced considerably by Colonel Roosevelt's tour.
n

e

RAYS EXPLODE GUNPOWDER

Paris, March 5. "tne European naval powers are much Interested in reports of the secret trial said to have
been made recently at Florence of
the invention of Signor Olivi, the discoverer of rays which explode gunpowder at a distance. According to
the reports four torpedoes, two con
taining white and two containing
black gunpowder, were submerged in
the Arno river. On receiving a signal
Signor Olivi, who was stationed on a
tower of the Palazzo Capponi, started
his apparatus, which at once set off
all the torpedoes. The Italian government has secured the invention.

PLAGUE

Kansas City, Mo., March 5. Declaring that "swating the fly" later la
the season Is not nearly so effective
in eliminating the pest as to "destroy
the breeding places ot the fly now
Dr. IL DeLamater, assistant bealPU
commissioner, is anxious to arouse
the members of the board of education
tc approving plans advocated by the
Women's Federation of Clubs, by
which the school children of Kansas
City Will become interested in promoting a "clean-up- "
campaign which,
the health commissioner believes,
would cause a decrease in the number
of flies when summer comes.
The plan to Interest pupils, erid t
have worked with great success at
Cleveland, O., Detroit Milwaukee, and
other places, ia to have the principals
of schools appoint chiefs of squads ot
boys whose duty It will be to clean."
up the properties of their parents and!
then ask their neighbors to do likewise.
The appointments of the principal
would be made from a list of boys deserving because of their avcrago
grades in school. The chiefs would
eahc be provided with a "star" of authority from the health, department!:
and with their squads would go frcm..
bouse to house and request the owners or occupants to clean up their
properties.
The health department already hafff.
appropriated $150 to be offered in prizes to pupils provided the crusade 19."
approved by the board of education
and the principals of schools instructed:
to go ahead with the campaign. Tho
prizes would be divided Into threes
parts and would be awarded to the
school district that maintained
tht
of properties.
best
The matter already has been submitted to the board of education by Dr.
DeLamater but no repry baa been received. Dr. DeLamater probably will,
appear in person before the board ot
education to learn the attitude of the
members toward the plan.
The assistant health commissioner
declares that the time o ffght the fly
mcst advantageously 1 early in the
s
spring. He says that breeding of
when the temperature ranges..
from 68 to 70 degrees nnd that if the
breeding places are destroyed beiora
that time much good will have bcea;
p

flies-start-

done.
I
The Mothers' Favorite
cough medicine for children"!
should be harmless. It shoaid be I
pleasant to take. It should be effectual. (
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is all off j
this and is the mother's favorite every j
where. For sale by atl dealers. Adr, f
'
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Cape-to-Cair-

from
Philadelphia,
displacement and inflammation, and had
'.M'M,jlti:i:).'IMlM!),i.L;.M isucn
pains in my
sides, and terrible
backache so that I
i
could hardly staad.
l took six bottles of
Lydia E. Pinkham'g

Vegetable

A
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These percolators produce coffee that at once appeals to all lovers of good coffee because they extract
only the delicate aroma and delightful flavor of the bean.
Coffee thus made is harmless, because it contains a
minimum of caffein or other ingredients that make ordinary coffee harmful to many people.

Delicious Coffee ia Nine Mi mites
When attached to any convenient electric light
socket tVse percolators are ready for instant service.
They are safe, clean, convenient and reliable.
i je presence of an electric percolator on afty
table adds that touch of "something tliilererit" ml
"something better" in keeping with Havilan4 china
and Sterling silverware.
Come m
and see our many dTereat seyto
and wes.

...
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A little over two thqiisand years ago
a young general, ouly 26 years of age,
but brilliant and courageous and who
had sworn at the altar of Baal to
humble Rome, decided that the time
had come to do it. So about this
time of year, or perhaps a little later,
he set out from New Carthage in
Spain with one hundred and two
thousand enthusiastic, hardened fol
' )
;
lowers.
Crossing the Rhone was a serious
enough task in those days, but Hannibal accomplished it with his army
wjthont loss. But the frowning Alps
were a different proposition. Spurred
on by his pledge, Hannibal brought
e Alps and down
his army over
upon the warm fields beyond, but at
thoua terrible cost. Only twenty-sisand of the one hundred and two
thousand who had started the march
five months before made the final
descent into Italy. The others had
died frozen or smothered in landslides or fallen 'over precipices.
If Hannibal's army had been equipped with the proper kind of automobiles the history of Europe might
have been vastly ctfferent. Almost
certainly it would have been. With
thousand wearied, weakentwenty-sied men Hannibal routed army after
army of the Romans and harassed
Italy for 13 years. What could lie
have accomplished if his army, strong
as at the outset, could have whizzed
down into Italy tinder no greater embarrassment than a few strained axles
and punctured tires? Joplin Globe.
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FOli SOAP WILSON
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APPEALS

FOB REPEAL OF

WEED GROWING

INTERESTING
STORY OF THE

;"

FAST

CLAUSE

RANCHERS OF WESTERN KANSAS
ARE AUGMENTING INCOMES
IN
WINTER

(Continued from Page One)

HOT SPRINGS

:,

,

M. PADGETT

.Editor.

largest and most elegantly furnished
hotels in the United States. It will
accomodate hundreds of guests and
with its reading, writing, music and
dining rooms, public parlors, billiard
room, bowling alleys and tennis
courts, stands unrivalled in the
' '
south-wes- t.
The mountain house and annexes,'
are located near the bath house. "This
structure will accomodate 308 guestb.
Both hotels are, supplied at table with
farm products from a ranch,' about
30 aeres nearby, owned by the hotel,
so the guests may.be assured at 'all
times of fresh cream, milk, 'butter;
of
poultry, fruit, and all'
vegetables grown in New;Mexic6. In
this connection also there are flower-garden-

WILLIAM E. GORTNER DISCOVERS
OLD LEGEND WHILE MAKING A REPORT
debated,

''"

since the measure was last
the president's suggestion for repeal
Settlers in western Kansas are cut- would be met with prompt action.
While assisting the Y. M. C. A.
and marketing soap weed, or
and Commercial club joint committee
Crowd Present
Large
ting''
Ratered at the postofflce at East
Plans were completed early for con in preparing Its report for the Loyal
Spanish bayonet to supply the dem
a
UUH Vegas, New Mexico, for
ands of soap manufacturers, accord- gress to hear in joint session Presi- Order of Moose, William E. Gortner
through the United States
ing to a report recently received from dent Wilson's personal plea for a re came across an old pamphlet, the coit
aii
s second class matter.
There Is another spring called the
officers of the Kansas. national forest. peal ,of the Panama tolls exemption. tents of which will be of interest to
"Iron
s
Spring," a very short distance
There are various plants in the south
the
the
set
before
for
alike.
It
hour
and
Long
west locally known as soap weed. president's sixth personal address to is descriptive of the Las Vegas Hot from the Montezuma hotel. Waters
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
called amol by the Mexicans, but ihe the legislative branch of the govern Springs and the Moutezuma hotel and have been carried home by guests and
.
Daily, by carrier
other people, for drinking and medone gathered by the Kansas farmers ment, the capitol corridors were is as follows:
.05
I
Copy
icinal purposes.
a
as
women
men
known
and.
crowded with
favor
The Legend of the Hot Springs
yucca bacata,
J5
technically
O Week
.65
fecies with exceptionally large ed with tickets of admission to the This famous resort Is located at The whole holding of the Santa Fe
ffiao Monti
7.50
Year
fruits, ,is the most used. The soap galleries. The interstate commerce the head of the Gallinas canyon, six (Hot Springs company) amounts up
however, utilize the committee expects to report a bill for miles from the City of Las Vegas, on to 1,000 acres. This includes all the
Mall
manufacturers,
Daily, by
the line of the A. T. & S. P. Ry. land around the hotels, iron springs,
$6.00
rose year (in advance)
tops or the roots. Manufacturers are repeal within a fw dnys. '
the
3.00
at
ton
the
$S.OO
and
a
The
chamber
for
house
Months
plant
Mix
galleries For many years previous to the Amer- and the farm.
(in advance)
paying
7.60
One Year (In arrears)
railway stations, while the estimated were packed, as usual, to hear the ican occupation of New Mexico, the
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
3.7S
cost of cutting, drying, baling and president read his address. The site was known and utilized by the
5Ei Months (in arrears)
New York, March 5. Fortified by
hauling ranges from $5.00 to $6.00, French and German ambassadors and Indians as a rendezvous for an annu
speculative orders for the prindepending upon the distance to the other members of the diplomatic al encampment, to which point thous- large stocks
STOCK
WEEKLY OPTIC AND
and signs of a better decipal
railroad. Since a man can ordinarily corps were in spaces reserved for ands congregated for feasting and
GROWER
assortment of mine
a
mand
wide
for
emNo
official of the British
get out a ton a day, the gathering of them.
supplication to the Great Spirit, beg-- $2.00
Oj5.e Year
N
Reading's
including
specialities,
the soap weed affords an opportunity bassy was present.
ging strength for War and the Chase,
. 1.00
VZx Months
market
the
displayed genIn
s
a
to secure a fair day
The Misses Wilson had places
and Mercy in the event of dissolution
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to-wi- t:

'.

Judges
J. Pedro Ribera, Pecos, N. M.
2. Jose Varela, Pecos, N. M.
3. Octavlano Segura, Pecos, N. M.
Election Clerks
1. Juan. B. Lucero, Pecos, N. M.
2. Agaplto Maes, Pecos, N. M.
and except as herein otherwise provided, eald above Special Election
shall be held and conducted as
by law for general elections
Done at' Las Vegas, New Mexico,
this 2nd day of February, A. D. 1914,
by the Board of County Commissioners of the County oi Ban Miguel, New
Mexico, In open session.
BOARD OP COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF SAN
MIGUEL, STATE OF NEW MEX-

(SEAL)

shall be prohibited
icating liquor
therein as provided by said Act, t:

pro-vlde-

(

.

to-wi-t:

District proposed to be voted for as
Prohibition District,
AU of Precinct No. 9 which consists
of School District No. 21 and School
3Mstrict No. 97, of the County of San
Miguel, State of New Mexico, as
'bounded on the North by Precinct No.
7; on the South by the Arroya de
Pecos; on the East by precinct No.
T32, and on the West by the line that
separates Santa Fe and San Miguel
Counties, or according to the official
records in the office of the County
Superintendent of said San Miguel
County;
sand the polling place designated with
in such District and the election
Judges and Clerks named to conduct
said Special Election at such polling
8lace by order of the said Board ren

1

TO WHOM IT MAY
CONCERN
of New Mexico, County of Sin

pro-Tide-

'

State

Miyuel, in the Probate Court
In the matter of the estate of Irenea
D. de Romero, deceased.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that Margarita Romero,
the undersigned, was appointed on the
16th day of February, A. D. 1914, administrator of the estate of Irenea D.
de Romero, deceased and that all persons having claims against the estate
of said Irenea D. de Romero, deceased
will present the same within the time
prescribed by law.
Dated this 16th day of February, A.
D. 1914.
MARGARITO ROMERO,

Administrator.
Breathlnd
ctnffu WhrMv
'
'Aunlrl
jHtlrt Tar ComTolra Wnloir'o;i

nnn

Bhe

OPTIC

T5he

NOTICE

to-wi-

District proposed to Be voted for
as Prohibition District.
All of precinct No. 21 which consists of School District No. 29
and School District No. 46, of the
County of San Miguel, State of New
Mexico, as bounded on the North with
Precinct No. 32, El Pueblo; on the
South by the line that divides San
Miguel and Torrance Counties; on the
East with Precinct No. 2 La Cuesta,
and on the West by the line that divides San Miguel and Santa Fe Counties;
and the polling places designated
within such District and the election
ICO,
and clerks named to conduct
Chairman.
FIDEL
ORTIZ,
judges
By
Attest: LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk. said Special Election at such polling
place by order of the said Board ren(Seal)
dered this day, are as follows,
PROCLAMATION
Polling Place
House of Jacoba Leyba, P. O. Ley-ba- ,
WHEREAS, in conformity with
N. M.
Chapter No. 78 of the laws of the
Election Judges
State of New Mexico, passed at the
1. Francisco S. Leyba, P. 0. Leyba,
Second Regular Session of the First
'
'
Legislature of said State for the year N. M.
2.
Anastacio
Sandoval, P. O. Ley
1913, provision Is made for the hold
M.
N.
to
elections
of
ba,
regulate
special
ing
3. Justiano Leyba, P. O. Leyba, N.
the barter, sale and exchange of inM.
In
Districts
desigtoxicating liquors
Election Clerks
nated within any County of New Mex1. Henriques Leyba, Leyba' N. M.
ico, and a proper petition having been
'
Hied by qualified electors of the fol- LaPaz, Sandoval, Leyba, N. M.
otherwise
herein
'as
thu
and except
lowing described District, witWn,
eald above Special Elwtlon
County and State aforesaid:
Now, Therefore, The Board of Coun- shall be held and conducted a3 proty Commissioners of the County of vided (by law for general elections.
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
San Miguel, State of New Mexico, on
A- - D.
2nd day of February, A. D. 1914,
this
of
this first Monday
February,
1914, In regular session, do hereby by the Board of County Commissionproclaim and give public Notice, that ers of the County of San Miguel, New
a special election will be held within Mexico, in open session.
the following described district, Coun- BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISION-EROF THE COUNTY OF SAN
ty of San Miguel, State of New Mex

x,

5, 1914.

MIGUEL, STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
By FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
Attest: LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.

ico, on Tuesday, March 24th, A. D.
dered this day, are as follows,
PROCLAMATION
1914, for the purpose of submitting
PoMIng Placa
ia conformity with
WHEREAS,
House of Pedro Ribera, Pecos, N. to the qualified electors of said DisChapter No. 78 of tlx? laws of the
trict! the question of whether or not
i"fato of New Mexico passed at the M, '
the barter, eale or exchange of intoxElection
Seasion of the First

.Second Regular
legislature of said State for the year
.1313, provision is mads for the hold-,-fa- g
of Special Elections to regulate
rtlie barter, sale and exchange of Intoxicating liquors in districts designated within any county of New Mex-3and a' proper petition having been
rfUed by qualified electors of the following described District, within the
Onmty and State aforesaid:
Now, therefore, the Board of County Commissioners of the County of
iSan Miguel, State of New Mexico, on
tibia first Monday of February, A. D.
33H, in regular session, do hereby
proclaim and give Public Notice, that
special election will be held within
the following described district, County of San Miguel. State of New Mexico, on Tuesday, March 24th, A. D.
1914. for the purpose of submitting
to the qualified electors of said district the questioin of whether or not
the barter, sale or exchange of intoxi
cating liquors shall be prohibited
.therein a3 provided by said Act,
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KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Re- Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
la
conclave
ilar
TaeaNo ad to occupy lesa apaca than two
in each mionti at Ma
aay
All advertisement
lines
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at apaca actually aet
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme. Re
without regard to number of word a. corder.
Cash In advlnca preferred.

f.jS

-

Tvnssfl BTM find hron-

Hioa Marsh ranking nuehs weaken the
system, but Foley's Honey and Tar is

A.

Sub.

EIES

sare, pure ana certain tn resuns. contains no nutates, n. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- t ,ift sr. vocauon nrsi Monday In
each month at Maann
Temple at 7:80 p. m. p. No,
A. Brinecar. H. t
tn n No.
Blood, Secretary.
No.
No.
I. O. O. F. I AS
, w , r- a o LlJIII.k n n
bunt,
4. Meets every Mondav OVflnlnn
fit
their hall on Sixth street All
No.
visiting
u.ouu-ecordially invited to attend No.
J. Friedenstine.
No.
t
V. G.J T. M. Elwood. Sorrotor.
.
-- vvui, , ttOll No.
m
treasurer; c. V. Hedgcock,

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN

i.

Chronic Stomach Trouble Cured
There is nothing more discouraging
than a chronic disorder of the stom
ach. Is it not surprising that many
suffer for years with such an ailment
when a permanent cure is within their
reach and may be had for a trifle? WANTED Employment, tree trim
"About one year ago," says F. a
ming, gardening, distributing adver
Beck, of Wakelee, Mich., "I bought a
tising matter. Address Optic. R.
package of Chamberlain's Tablets, and
C. McAllister, 6 Grand avenue.
since using them I have felt perfectly
well. I had previously used any num
her of different medicines, but none
or them were of any lasting benefit.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.

Wanted

..

10.

,.

..
..

..

WALD LODGE NO. 541
FOR SALE One Rio automobile, 1912
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first Tuea
car, good condition, will demon
of
the
month
in
day
the
vestry roonu
strate. Inquire Las Vegas Auto
uf Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock 9
and Machine Cot,
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially In
FOR SALE Hatching eggs, White vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Chart
Leghorns and Indian Runner ducks. Greenclay, Secretary.
First prize pens at county fair. Per
setting of 14, 11. Koogler Brothers, MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
FOR SALE 75 pure bred White Leg Love at Woodmen of the World hall
horn and R. I. Red' hens, one year on the second and fourth Mondays oi
and younger; 25 half-bre- d
hens each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
same age. First house north of M Soneul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
M. Sundt on North Eighth street
Montague, Local Deputy. Ylsltini
members are especially welcooe and
FOR SALE One team draft mares cordially Invited.
2,800 lbs. Also good saddle pony,
extra gentle. H. R. Parker. Mesa. KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
BABY CHICKS, Rhode Island Reds north Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
and Barred Rocks. Safe delivery Pioneer building. Visiting membera
guaranteed. Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Os- are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
age City, Kansas,

J!
1

liy

!

La

0

ONLY

IU

OFFICE

B&k

S

FOR SALE Rose Comb Reds and R.
C. Brown Leghorn eggs 50c, 75c, $1
and fl.25 per Betting of 13; R. C. R.
I. strong
cockerels. C.
W. Wesner.

Ji

White Leghorn
eggs for hatching, 11 and $1.60 per
15. T. C. Lipsett 1026 Fifth street

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas county,
ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of tne firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo, county and State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
for each and every case of Catarrh
that cannot be cured, by the use of
HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENS. Y.
Sworn to (before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. V. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Interacts
nally and
directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, 0.
Sold byv all druggists, 75o.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
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if you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR
5
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It

'

giving you

a present for doing something
you 'd do uny
1

way when you
leam how Much

I

BetterEMPRESS
FLOUR redk is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S

tfNUINEWM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH-tRE-

p

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ok--

I

.

I
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f

.1

tamed in uui cuy iroia

ALL GROCERS
.M....M.M.t0o

par 181
.25o par 1M
-- S0o par 18a
40c par 1M
.M.M.M.MMt9o par 1W
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etorera, and Distributors of Natmral lea, tta Parity t&t
& Which Hare Made Las Vegas J&moma.
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Market Finders

to., lrn(.,vU,

boe,
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A6UA F0BA COMPANY

FOR SALE Choice,
bright baled
oat straw. Carload lots or otherwise. Thos. L. Greer, Onava, N. M.

Ci::e:iFfiTEff'f
f

m....

--

2,000 Iba., or More, Each Dal vary
1,000 Iba, to 2,000 Iba., Each DaiWary
200 Iba to 1,009 Iba, Each Delivery
60 Iba, to 200 lbs. Each Dalivary
Leaa than 60 lb&, Each Dallvary

THOROUGHBRED

11

4:30

RETAIL PRICES

May-hatche-d

a nd

in....

a

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second anfi
Wyandotte day old chicks
fourth
Thursday evening eacb
Mrs. M. E. Johnson, Humboldt. Kas
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
Telephone Main 330. Mrs. J. S. Dil brothers
cordially invited. Howard 1
Ion, Agent East Las Vegas.
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary.

u

m....

1:35 p.
6:40 a.

For YOU!

WHITE

JOB MNTINQ?
YOU

a.
p.
p.

DL

n.

Depart

p. m

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

a

or Bids on That Last

2:00 p.

West Bound
Arrive

J. E. ROSEN

w E Can Please

m.....

1:35 p.'

nk
m.

omciory Trustee.

ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
FOR RENT Room. Mrs. Van Petten, W.
W. hall, Sixth street, on the
806 Seventh street.
nrst and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
uiaies always welcome. O. L. Flersman, President; A, D. Tillman, Finan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Denutv.
WELL DRILL For sale cheap, used 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
but little, easy terms, call at the Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street.
office of Edward jj,. Johnson. Pio East Las Vegas, N. M.
neer Building, E. Las Vegas.

T?

Depart

2. .. 7:20 p. m..... 7:45 p.
4. ..11:54 p. m. . . . 11:59 p.
2:30 a.
8. .. 2:25 a. m

iw

For Rent

ASK

East Bound
Arrive

at

no-

8. P. O. ELKS Meeta accond
and
fourth Tuesday eveninr of each
month Elke" home on Ninth street and
Douglas
avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. w. Condon,
FOR RENT Two furnished front Secretary.
rooms; modern; rates reasonable,
W. C. Page, 813 Fourth street.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR

1

LOCAL TIME CARD

P.

nrl tanAiimnnia nro rinnffftrnils DOSSlbil- -

Subscribe for The Optic

'

CHAPMAN

ii

cniai tunes, a com aeveiops quicmy
lr not cnecKea ana croncnius, lagnpye

S

CAFE

AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

pound for an Inflamed and congestednnnHUInn ftf

LOBBY

rt&t y ill pmsm iwysa, ei aa f::
ao
ta
Smiors f ti wt

LAS VEGAS OAILY OPVIC. THURSDAY,

iO RECLAIM 'SAHARA DESERT

BGOTLAN D'S CAPITAL

Modern Methods and Machinery
low Advent of Italian Civilization In Tripoli.

Edinburgh Is Quiet City With a Paris. Following
'
Italian civilization
Stormy Past.

o
()
o

the

in

air-mot-

WW

A LAKE

j.

I
Reggy I was weading' an aw ac
Stenographer The bookkeeper,
count of a woman being hooked to think, is going to get married!
death by a beastly cow, doncher know.
Invoice Clerk How do you know ?
Weally, I cawn't imagine a more how- Stenographer He walks to work,
wlble affair, can you?
smokes a pipe and eats ten-cePeggy No, Rcggy, unless It is be lunches.
ing bored to death by a calf.

MAYBE ARREST AFTER ALL

WHAT HE THOUGHT

y

-

1

a

Bank President
Silas Corntosale (of the cross-roadTher parson said in his gone out of town.
sermon yesterday thet all flesh is
Caller Gone for
Bank President
grass.
Hiram Hayrick WVal, I think he's know whether he's
got a nerve ter call us all hayseeds to escape it.
to our faces.
e

village)

the 'cashier's

No;

a rest,

I

suppose?
Don't
rest or

(abBently)
gono for a

WISE TO THE GAME
LOGICAL

M

UNDER PHILADELPHIA

Engineers Say Quicksand May Ingulf
Skyscrapers Any Time In
Quaker City.
'

sir

I f

?

Philadelphia.

Engineers in charge

of the excavations for the foundations
of the addition to the
hotel at Broad and Walnut streets asRitz-Carlto- n

St

Giles Cathedral.

oul of him who has an imagination
easily touched by the past Melrose,
hemmed In as it is by a populous little
ity, loses something of Its native
jrace, though it Is Inexpressibly lovely

tven without the moonlight that Scott
recommended.
Dryboroush, however,
la nobly set in a lonely spot, and nothing in the: British Isles can be more
toochingly beautiful than Its mellow
ruins. Not even the raucous voice of
the local Scottish guide explaining the
history and architecture of the place
to forty or fifty of one
can spoil the effect of that rarely
erene and restful spot When the
inlde and his attentive audience have
passed out of earshot it 1b something
to sit amid the ruins, gaze across the
sunny and deliclously
green quadrangle enclosed by part of the walls
and imagine the ceoweed and silent
monks again moving about their clois
ters, sunning themselves upon their
atone benches or stalking with measured tread to prayers at the sound
of the abbey bells. In the quiet of the
delicious ruins, sequestered from the
"world outside by a dense growth of
noble beeches, evergreens and flowfiring shrubs, Dyborough's thousand
(years speak with a voice more eloquent than any that ever sounded
(from her pulpit.
fellow-America-

IBLACK

serted that central Philadelphia with
its skyscrapers is resting on a floating
island and may at any moment be ingulfed in quicksand.
Forty-fiv- e
feet below the street level
workmen poked their picks through
the shell-lik- e
covering of an underground lake, the waters of which rise
and fall with tha movements of the
tide. The engineers assert that far
underground this 'Tost water" is
ebbing and flowing just like at the
open seashore.
How high the water rises or how
low it falls is difncult to figure, they
say, for this subterranean flood which
is surging backward and forward beneath Philadelphia is not "free" water.
MAN'S TROUSERS

BLEW

1

'Women won't find campaigning as
Doyle Pfwat's th' rayson O'Tools
do be afther havin' a tin weddln", 01 easy as they expect"
'That's so. The female candidates
wonder?
be able to jolly the women
Boyle Faith, an' it's because he'a won't
been married to his old woman tin voters by going around and kissing
their babies."
years, Oi'm thinkin".

OUT

Garment Contained $180 In 'Em, and
Whole Train Get Excited Over
Accident

t

''mi

sV

h

h"

Los Angeles. Without trousers and
minus fl80 contained therein, Smith
Beavers, a traveling salesman, gave
train a
passengers on a
scare. The train was speeding sixty
miles an hour between Ontario and
Los Angeles when Beavers' trousers
slipped out of a window in the sleeping car. Beavera made known his
predicament with shouts and wild
gesticulations.
The train was stopped and the conductor telephoned back to Ontario, re
questing the baggage agent to institute a search for his passenger's gar
VJOcoray
"My sweetheart Is coming to call
ment. The train then resumed Its
Smeai
De
Mrs.
Mrs.
Jackson
to
Beavers
Los
with
tonight"
Angeles
journey
doesn't believe in tight lacing.
"WelL I want you to go to bed by the
wrapped in a blanket
Mrs. Jackson I know.
Why, she first of March; that 1b late enough to
The trousers were found with the
even Insists upon
'
wearing button alt up with any fellow."
BREAD IS BEST FOOD money in 'em.
shoes.
west-boun-

If

German Scientist Recommends It for CATCHES
tha Working Classes Will Help
t
Weak Rtnmar.hu.

35-PON- D

LOBSTER

Berlin. Doctor Kunert, on of the
feighest authorities on food analysis
considers that black rye bread should
be the chief Item of nourishment of
main-ftain-s
healthy men and women, and
when
the
earlier
in
times,.
that,
jworking classes did not eat meat to
amy extent, but nourished themselves
ion black bread leguminous food and
groats, they were full of pith, and
nrere strong and healthy. Since meat,
fwheaten bread and sugar became the
ltaple of dally fare their power of resisting disease has sunk. Even for
fweak stomachs Doctor Kunert preiters black bread.
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Crustacean ' Found
by New York Fisherman Near
Scotland Lightship.

PE-IOB- JE

I

"'4

MAIN 2

C)

New York. A Fulton Market fisher
man, trawling near the Scotland lightship, pulled out of the water a lobster,
the largest evefr caught in this
say. It weighs 35
vicinity,
pounds, a full pound more than the
former record holder. It Is 16 inches
around the body, and its left claw la
19 Inches long. It Is about fifty years
old.

Will Help Former Slaves.
New Orleans William Rellly, own
er of a large plantation at Monroe,
near here, notified all the former
Kissed
8he
Says
Lafayette.
deBoston. Mrs. Emily Chamberlain slaves of his father and their
iwho has just celebrated her one hun scendants, that he is going to cut
Kiredth birthday, declared that in the plantation up Into farms, build
1824, when General Lafayette was In each of them a home, stock the farms
this country, she was among the and let them run them themselves
chool children who cast flowers be undpr ramderation that they ask
;redit of no one.
fore him aad were kissed by hira.

r
v- x

Rightly

THERE ARE OTHERS
WELL TRAINED

Record-Breakin-
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low-tone- d
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Fol-

advent of
Tripoli formerly part of Turkey's North African
empire modern methods and machinMaa Reputation for Conviviality, but ery are rapidly being brought into
play to reclaim its sandy wastes, as
Is an. Early Closing Town St.
the French have done in the 'neighOld
Giles, the Magnificent
boring states of Algeria and Tunisia,
InCathedral, Has Many
and as the English have done in
Relics,
teresting
Egypt.
Lack of water for
being
It la hard to believe that any city the chief handicap of irrigation
Italy's new colIcould quite live up to such a site as
onies of Tripolitania and Cyrenalca,
iEdinburgh's, and the Scotch were not every effort is being made by the
presumptuous to call their capital the conquerors to develop the precious
Athens of the north. Something in fluid. In the picture is shown a wind-mi- l
Scottish Intellectuality has saved Ed
which, it is confidently predicted,
inburgh, though long bereft of the will solve the problem. It is not an
parliament that she is now making ordinary windmill. The usual flimsy
tread y to ask back at the hands of type of
manufactured in
England, from sinking into more provincialism. At the same time the city
la one of singularly quiet ways, oddly
la contrast with her stormy past. In
pite of her repute for conviviality,
ho Is an early closing town, and
there Is little gaiety In the streets
ten o'clock, while her
After half-paand most fashionable restaurant serves a very Indifferent
table d'hote at two shillings sixpence.
Few things in Edinburgh strike the
jraveler with more of almost humorous surprise
than a Presbyterian
church which Is really a magnificent
Bid cathedral. St. Giles, although not
to huge a structure as many English
tathedrals, and less noble In outward
than many other great
aspect
churches, Is a rich and glorious thing
within, where the tattered battle flags
Of Scotland hang In the light of windows warm with the loveliest stained
i
A- glass. As to the Thistle chapel, It is I
a little gem of wood carving, and
glazing. A brass
New Windmill for Sahara.
studiously
upon one of the inner walls of St
Giles commemorates the bold Scot the United States and Europe could
who, summoned by the king of Eng- not resist for an hour the tremendous
which
Simoom
land, declined In the royal presence windstorms the
to aid in fixing episcopacy upon Scot- sweep in from the desert
land.
Windmills of every description
If St. Giles stands as a monument have been tested in these northern
to Scotland'3 stormy ecclesiastical his- outposts on the Sahara without suctory, the ruins of Melrose and Drybor-oug- h cess until the pictured machine was
not far away in a lovely bit of introduced. In this mill the multiple-blad- e
Scottish country speak peace to the
principle has been discarded in
favor of a
wheel, which affords ample passage for all surplus
wind pressures, but which by reason
of the great spread of its blades will
revolve in the lightest breeze.
,
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SAVING

STRENUOUS HINT TO GO

MARCH 5, 1914.
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are the
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mosqultoea li
Ie
your neighborhood, Old Man?
De Whiz In eplndid condition
thank you.
Quiz

How

Mrs. Wise Children in those days
very mature.
Mrs. Green Yes, indeed; why, my
little boy often finds fault with the
coffee just like his father.

are

CiFICE IN TOWN
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Iierr.ice Swiss Cheese
Eritk Cheese
Lirnberjjer Cheese

Camembert Cheese
Brie Cheese

Sierra Cheese
Lunch Cheese
Neufchalel Cheese
Eluhill Cream Cheese with Chile

MARCH 5, 1914.

few days ago, under a load of wood,
while passing over one of the many
LOCAL
j
large boulders on our much traveled
highway. Our road lending to market
has been worked but once since the
Light automobile mmps at 6:28 Spanish war, and we want to speak
o'clock this evening.
for the tin cans picked up along the
auto roads. We want them to fill up
E. N. Kearney, Metz Speedster. Las some of the ruts
along the way, so
Vegas Motor Car Co. Adv.
we can get our farm products in with
less expense.
Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
"We are assured by the forest manRye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
agers that there will be better protection from fire this year.' The service
is perfecting its work step by step,
13. N.
Kearney ha- - purchased a new from year to year.
Metz speedster of' the Las Vegas Mo-to- r
RUSTICUS.
Car company.

NEWS

j

Koqueford Cheese

THURSDAY,

object of this excursion is to Interest the people of northwestern San
Miguel county in better roads.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
AT HILLSIDE

PfflfftPf
Mil!

71

RALLY

SCHOOL

BIG MEETING WILL BE ADDRESSED BY INTERNATIONAL SEC-

RETARY, MERPITT
The next San Miguel Couniy Sun- ray School Institute rally will be held
at the Hillside school aous3 on Thursand
day an I Friday, the twer.ty-sixttwenty-seventof this month. The
Rev. W, G. Merrltt, swcretary of the
Internationa association, will be present to deliver some excellent addresses on the work of the modem Sunday
school. In addition, there will ibe
some of the best workers of the county to tell what Is actually being done.
Special attention will be given to
the music. The school children at
Hilfside already are organizing an ex-

ABOUT TIRE TROUBLE

a fresh stock of

We have just received

h

Cod Fish in 1 lb. Boxes
Jj
Cod Fish in 2 lb. Boxes
Cod Fish Clear Middle
Small Mackerel
J

Trees pruned see Thornhlll, Prun
ing trees and fixing gardens. Thone
Purple C352. Adv.
Beautiful line of French flowers
and new shapes on sale for the next
three days. Mrs. A. Standish. Adv.

,

"

v

f

Large Mackerel

Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rya, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

STEARNS' STORE

MM
Direct from the Indian

sortment

Jose Dario Gutierrez of Trujillo, N.
M., this morning made application for
bounty on one coyote killed near his
home. The bounty asked for amounted to $2.
The Royal Neighbors ' of America
will hold their regular meeting tomorrow night ia the W. O. W. hall on
Sixth: ( street. All members are

DLMMTS

to be present.

Reservations-Lar- ge

fine' colorings

Bernard,; Greenclay, a brother of
Charles Oreenclay of this city;, is
expected to land in New York tomorHe is coming from Germany
row,
and will locate insthia city. He wuT
be met by Ike Bacharach of this city,
who is in New York on business.

As-

uniquejpatterns-a- ll

prices.
These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

According to Volunter Observer O.
L. Hargrove of the New Mexico Normal University the lowest temperature recorded last night was 3f degrees. This is considerably warmer than
the temperature of Tuesday night,
which was It degrees.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest

Daniel Roybal was arrested and arraigned before Judge Murray this
morning. The charge of assault was
brought against Roybal by a native
woman. He was fined $25 and costs.
The fine was suspended on good behavior and payment of the costs.

Wholesalers

rr

ADVERTISED

LETTER

LIST
Letters remaining uncalled for for
the week ending February 28, 1914:
Crespin Apodaca, Mr. Jorge Blea,
Mr. T. A. Clark, Mrs. Sinforosa Galle-goMr. Juan T. Lucero, Mr. Fred
Miller. Dr. A. B. Potter, Mr. J. L.
Wagner.
When calling for the above letters
please ask for "Advertised Letters."
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.

cellent quartette and chorus with niu-si- o
appropriate to the occasion.
INSPECTOR
The schools of the county are requested to send in their reports before the rally to the Rev. John Lee
MAKES REPORT Imhof, president of tne county asso
ciation. Is is important that every
school have its report sent in and
IT-INOT KNOWN IN LAS VEGAS, that it be represented at the rally.
The school house will accommodate
HOWEVER, WHICH BIDDER
250 people.
Genuine hospitality will
WON OUT
be offered by the residents of the
A Las Vegas business man this mesa. It is expected that many will
morning received a telegram from J. attend from all parts of the county
H. Fleming, connected with the treas- in carriages and automobiles.
ury department as inspector for the
Selection of sites for federal buildings
arid postoffices. announcing that he ELLIS-VERDI- CT
IS
had made his report, recommending
the site for the building to be built in
this city.
EXPECTED TONIGHT
This means that argument on the
site is closed and that the federal
building probably will ibe built at an
TH
CINCINNATI MAN
earlier date than was anticipated, pos CASE.',pF
WILL GO TO THE JURY LATE
sibly during the summer and spring.
TODAY
The telegram gave no particulars
as to which site had been selected.
Chicago, March 5 William Cheney
Eight bids were presented to the govthe wealthy Cincinnati manufac
Ellis,
ernment. This morning many con
turer who Is on trial charged with
jectures were expressed as to the site
having murdered his wife in a Chicago
chosen.
hotel last October,
probably will
know his fate before night, Stephen
A. Malato, assistant state's attorney,
PROCLAMATION FOR
expected to make" the closing arguments for the prosecution at the openA TOWN ELECTION ing of court today."
case will then
go to the jury.

SITE

Clementa Padilla, aged 25, of La
Cuesta, and Manuel Tenorlo, aged 24,
of Willard, this morning applied for BOARDS OF
REGISTRATION ARE
a marriage license at the court house.
NAMED BY THE WEST
Deputy County Clerk W. B. Stapp is&IDE, TRUSTEES
sued the paper which authorized a
clergyman to make the young couple
The board of trusteees of the town
man and wife.
of Las Vegas held its regular monthbusiness meeting last night and apThe Benedict club has issued invi- ly
boards of registration for the
pointed
tations for a mock trial which is to
election, i Registration will
coming
ibe held in the dining room of the
at once. The proclamation is
begin
Hotel Romaine tomorrow night. A.
sued by the trustees calls for an
De Palma is to be tried for the mur,-de- r
election on April 7.
of Willard McCord, a banker.
Considerable interest is being stitr- After the trial the members will have red
up over this election and doubt
a (Dutch lunch.
less the registration will be large,
The entire administration will go out
Excesses, and Follies In the Con of office, and a
town clerk and
duction of Funerals and Commemor four trustees mayor,
will be elected.
the
Dead" will be the subject
ating
A petition was brought before the
of Rev. Dr. Jacob H. Landau's ad- trustees
for a sidewalk on the Hot
dress at Temple Montefiore' tomorrow
boulevard between the Geyer
Springs
night. Dr. Landau will urge less de and McMillen residences. This
place
votion to the) dead and more for the is the
only spot unpaved from the
His
will
remarks
interbe
living.
of
to the cemetery road. How-veest The public Is Invited to attend Plaza)the town
council could take no
the services, which will begin at 8 action on the
as it Is necesmatter,
o'clock.
f
sary for
of the property
owners affectetd to signify their de
The Symphony orchestra, an organ, sire for
a sidewalk through a petition
ization composed of Las Vegas' most
before the town can order the imtalented musicians under the directprovement This petition was brought
orship of Mrs. Adolphine Kohn, has before the council
by the Woman's
secured the Carnegie library for a re- club.
hearsal hall, The organization will
meet at this place each Tuesday evening at 7:30 o'clock, and all interested
FOR
are invited to attend, especially

to be
Every Women Isa Proud
baker.
is a
naIt
good
tural instinct, v And every
woman can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.

PURE QUILL
or OUR. PRIDE

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills

h

r,

IS CHARLTON INSANE.
Naples, Italy, March 5 The mental
condition of Porter Charlton, the young

American charged with murdering his
wife at Lake Como, is to he Investigated by two of the leading Italian
alienists, Dr. Leonardo Bianchi, former minister of instruction, apd Professor Enrico Morselll of the University Of Genoa.
Subscribe tor The Done.

In plain chain or nobby treads. Guaranteed for 3500 and
5000 miles

GREY AND RED TUBES
Let us quote you prices and explain the merits of G and
tires and tubes before buying

J

LAS VEGAS MOTORICAR CO.

WE CAW.,GR;OW
pjrwm w

about the quality of
our furniture for the
reason that it is the

mvj m

mm

very highest as regards material, design and workmanship. We furnish
every room in the

house neatly,

thoroughly and handsomely, and guarantee
every article. We have a choice selection of
Carpets, Rugs and Matting?, and you will find
our prices acceptable to your ideas of economy.

J.

d ilOHNBEN

(S

SON

"Complete Home Furnishers'

Jefferson Reynolds, President.
Vice President.
S. B. Davis. Vice President.
'
HaUet Raynolds, Cashier.
.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

Ett Raynolds.

. .

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

,

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
FOR SALE Choice Rhode Island
eggs for setting 75o and $1.00
setting of 15, Day old R. I.
chicks. H. M. Northrup, 913

Red

per
Red

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

Lin-

coln avenue.

WANTED Horse and light wagon.
Must be a bargain. Address 315

interest. PsisJ oa Tim Dcpssiia

Ninth street

one-hal-

FURNISHED ROOMS IN MODERN HOMES

'

jDEOPLE are looking for them every day.

Adver-tis- e

your rooms in the OpiicY For Rent Column
and get results

.

!SALE Household,
Mrs. Boucher, 825 Third

furniture.

street

First class sales lady, also
a girl hat maker to assist in work

WANTED
room.

Mrs. A. Standish.

'

'

For the best on the market
today see us.'
MiHer
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
ajid tires and'Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski- n

PRECINCT

EACH
BEULAH BUDGET
M-,
March 5. The mon
Beulah, N.
otonous drouth of some two months,
COMMISSIONERS
AND
was broken last night by a six inch COUNTY
ROAD BOARD AGREE ON
snow, and gladdens the hearts of the
"
WORKING PLAN .:
ranchmen.
Planting wilt soon be In order, as
At a Joint meeting of the board, of
we are learning that 'tis the early
bird that catches the worm. Several cotiuty 'commissioners and the county
ranchmen are looking for renters, and road commission, held last night in
there are a fev good places to let the Commercial' club rooms, it was de-

Al ilia Home of llie Best cf
Everyliiing Eatable

The Best Bakery Goods in the

on Bhares.

The Halnlen place is to be sold un
der mortage this week.
A ranchman's wagon "suicided'' a
'

City
V.'e
Vv'e

have secured the service-.o- f
are now in a position to

city.

Mr. Frank Fries a,9 our baker.
the best BAKERY GOODS in the
,

VAULT

AND CESSPOOL

CLEANING

.

Those desiring work done
will please call on or phone

iIIE GBAAF

j

fj
j

A. W. Patterson,

& IIAYWARD CO. STORE

Las Vejjas Transfer Co.
523 Sixth
...J

Street

;,'
Phone Mnin 43 H

cided that the better highway movement could be augmented by asking
each precinct to appoint a supervisor.
Each supervisor will be responsible
for the roads in his precinct and will
be given instructions by the road
commission. Direct wainmunication
with a competent road man in each
precinct will enable the road board to
accomplish great things, it is believed. One of the things that will be
required of the supervisors is to drag
the roads regularly after each rain
or snow.
It was decided also that the com
missioners and roaa board, acom- panied by as many boosters as can be
induced to make the trip, would go
to lcociada on Sunday, March 15. The

TIRES' AHOTUOES

:

SUPERVISOR

.

.

Foil''

ALL WEEK DONE AT COR SHOP
GUARANTEED F01 ITS PEEFECTCESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
' '

ALL AEOUND SATISFACTION
will be (he result of yonr purchase if
it comes from m
REM EM BE II:

Our Name on the Box
means a Lot

fp tfiV-- '

on l n o o

17

oqb

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
fc
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